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Organic growth now core focus
for retailers
South African retailers – or suppliers – come
to that, do not need ‘experts’ to tell them that
they are in an extremely challenging business
environment. The global recession has left an
aftermath of doubt and uncertainty which
shows scant signs of evaporating in the short
or even medium term. Costs are rising and
set to rise further as a consequence of the
widespread and sustained industrial action.
The rand has weakened significantly feeding
inflationary expectations and any hopes of an
interest rate cut have had to be shelved. And
of course volume sales are just not there – very
limited indeed.
The Economic Intelligence Unit has been
busy reviewing the main pressures the
industry has been facing, any opportunities
it can identify, and has also looked at the
some of the strategies for growth that are currently being implemented. Moreover, the early
consequences of the Walmart buy-in of Massmart has not escaped consideration, having
many lessons for other new entrants into South Africa. Looking at the intolerably high levels
of unemployment and the best estimates of growth, somewhere around 2.8% for 2012 – that
is if no additional industrial upheavals which have had a huge detrimental impact on foreign
direct investment reduces that further – will not reduce unemployment by much.
Bu there are other factors at work, also detrimental to growth, and these would include
a raft of policy uncertainties./For example labour brokering. If that is outlawed there will be
massive negative implications for many retailers as it will definitely impact on their costs. And
who is brave enough to bet that it wont be banned? Not with Cosatu leading a relentless
campaign against the practice. Other uncertainties include the very stringent provisions
applicable under the newly tightened Consumer Protection Act, the effect of swingeing
electricity price increases, petrol prices, wage demands and clearly growth prospects do not
appear too rosy. And where are the retail skills?There has been an ongoing shortage of such
skills, particularly in middle management – and that alone would put the skids under genuine
sustained growth prospects.
Africa promises much but at this stage the motto must be ‘tread with caution’.There are
many risks, so larger retailers are banking on organic expansion – tying in with property
developers to expand into shopping malls and other complexes. Nevertheless, even such a
hard headed analysis still makes room for optimism. Furniture sales are forecast to increase by
14.7% over the next three years or some R28 billion whilst household audio sales are forecast
to grow by 18% over the same period.
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Newsline

Retention of current customers crucial for local retailers

South African retailers with an established
customer base must ensure that they
remain relevant to their customers. By
analysing their internal data, local retailers
are able to tailor specific offerings to
customers and compete effectively with
competition.
Colin Hundermark, director at Step
Strategic Venturing, a professional services
company, notes that on the back of
the recent recession, and the on-going
EuroZone crisis, international retailers are
looking to new markets for increased growth
and profits.
Hundermark says, “This poses a threat to
local retailers. Developing innovative ways
of serving their current customer base and
client relationship management are crucial
tools in maintaining market share at a time
like this. Many South African retailers have
a mine of important information hidden in
their customer data, the analysis of which
could enable them to optimise business
strategies in order to meet their customers’
needs.”
“The fact is that even though most
businesses are already aware that they have
reams of information on their customers in
their database, they often need assistance in
extracting what is valuable from what is not.
It is these known unknowns that represent
one of the most valuable customer retention
tools available to South African retailers.”
However, according to Hundermark, few
retailers have put adequate measures in
place to analyse this data effectively and
instead rely too heavily on external market
intelligence.
Hundermark notes that while some

companies recognise the value of harnessing
this data, a common mistake is to treat the
analysis as another IT project rather than as
a strategic business imperative, thus causing
the captured data to miss the underlying
business objective.
“There is a growing trend among
international retailers to examine their own
customer data to focus on, and adapt their
business strategy. Locally, however, our
sense is that few retailers are sufficiently
leveraging internal data, with the result that
they are potentially basing material business
decisions on information that may be out of
date, or worse, irrelevant to their needs,” says
Hundermark.
Therefore, it is crucial that retailers work
out what information is useful and what can
be filtered out, to ensure that they do not
waste scarce resources analysing data that
has little benefit for their business.
“There are three key factors that
businesses need to consider to ensure they
receive the optimum benefit from such
information. First, they need to identify
what data should be recorded; second,
they need to extract this information in a
manner that can best be utilised; third and
most important, they need to analyse and
interpret that data in order to improve their
business strategy.”
Hundermark says there are a number of
ways the information can be used. “Retailers
are in an ideal position to utilise the data
collected on their customers in order to
analyse spending patterns, enabling them to
make more accurate predictions on buying
behaviour thus improving stock levels and
eliminating wastage.”

“They can also analyse behaviour patterns
in order to cross-sell products and services to
customers, or even optimise their strategies
by assessing the propensity for certain
customers or demographics to purchase
specific products at points in time. It can
also be used to create targeted product
marketing campaigns, such as targeted
electronic communications that have been
tailored to each customer with information
or services based on their specific
preferences.”
He says these techniques have been
employed to great effect internationally, with
retailers in particular, using customer data
to introduce bespoke or ‘mass-customised’
loyalty programmes that offer discounts
to customers based on their own buying
patterns.
One must be aware that even for those
that correctly analyse the data, there is a
risk that the company uses the information
on a far too frequent basis; inundating the
customer with information that even when
targeted, can result in alienating them. “It is
important for retailers to formulate a clear
strategy that takes into account the right
level of contact with customers to ensure
that the collected data is used effectively –
this is the ‘art’ that goes with the ‘science’ of
data analytics.”
“Understanding how company data can
be utilised to help drive business objectives
through the development of optimal
strategies that attract and retain customers,
drive revenue and reduce costs, is crucial
for any business that wants to stay a step
ahead of their competitors,” concludes
Hundermark.

Online retail lags in SA
A conference led by a leading speaker
panel from companies such as Google
and Zando is to be held in Cape Town on
October 10 and 11, to tackle the critical
issues facing SA's online retail community.
Retail conducted online in South Africa,
accounts for only 0.5% of the country's
total retail sales. When this is compared
to figures of other European and Asian
4

countries these statistics can jump up to
10% of total retail sales.
This shows not only the potential of the
online market but also dictates as to where
the Southern African market will be in
the future as innovation, secure payment
methods and an online retail culture
develop. Furthermore studies suggest that
80% of online retailers are profitable with a
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mere 1% of business running a loss online.
With the internet becoming faster and
cheaper, coupled with the majority of the
potential market having a smart phone,
tablet or both, the possible retailing
channels are ever expanding. This shows
an increased need to not only have a
page 5 4

Newsline

NDMA respects the rights of consumers
The National Debt Mediation Association
(NDMA) respects the role of the National
Credit (NCR) Regulator and will therefore
follow the procedures set out in the
National Credit Act (NCA) to address
the findings of the NCR regarding the
Voluntary Debt Mediation Solution
(VDMS) pilot project while at the same
time continuing to carry out its mandate
in terms of the approved Credit Industry
Code of Conduct to Combat Overindebtedness. Part of this mandate
includes providing a mediation service
to debt counsellors and consumers who
are not able to resolve their disputes with
Credit Providers.
The VDMS pilot was a good faith
attempt by the credit industry to address
a serious and existing problem faced by
millions of consumers who at present face
a bleak existence due to financial hardship
caused sometimes by events outside of
their control. The issues raised around the
VDMS pilot will not impact the normal
work of the NDMA and the services it has
been providing to consumers and debt
counsellors. Reports indicate that the
NDMA has made a tangible difference to
the lives of hundreds of consumers who
had nowhere else to go.
NDMA CEO, Magauta Mphahlele says
an orchestrated attack on the NDMA and
its leadership in the media by a debt

counsellor has been used to create the
impression that the NDMA is somehow
biased towards credit providers and had
deliberately set out to contravene the
law. The problem of over-indebtedness in
South Africa is enormous. It is a national
problem that affects millions of individuals
and households and that requires
constructive debate with the aim to find
effective solutions. .
The over-indebtedness debate should
not be turned into a war between
debt counsellors, the NDMA and credit
providers. An adversarial relationship
between debt counsellors and the credit
providers can only harm the consumer
who will bear the costs of a possible fall
out between debt counsellors and credit
providers. The NDMA has an excellent
working relationship with a majority of
debt counsellors who appreciate the work
that the NDMA has done in supporting
the statutory process and in creating a
harmonious working relationship between
debt counsellors and credit providers. The
consensual approach is a core principle of
the NCA.
The NDMA is funded by credit
providers. The consumer or tax payer
should not carry the cost. The cost does
not only relate to resolving disputes but
also supporting preventative measures,
like consumer education, something that

the NDMA has done on a large scale.
The NDMA’s impartiality is
demonstrated by its 2011 annual reports
which show that the NDMA found in
favour of the consumer in 77% of cases
finalised.
“The role of mediation is accepted and
recognised widely in many arrears of the
law but is new in matters related to debt
enforcement.
The VDMS pilot issues raised by the
NCR present an opportunity for the role
of the credit industry in combating over
indebtedness in the context of section
48(1)(b) of the NCA to be debated. It also
raises issues on how industry voluntary
interventions can live side by side with
statutory interventions. At this time we
have a hybrid model in that the two
depend on each other where the NCR
Task Team Recommendations have been
adopted by the Credit Industry to support
the statutory debt review process.
While the NDMA and the Credit
Industry work to resolve the compliance
and legal issues raised by the NCR, sight
should not be lost of the fact that many
consumers continue to fall between the
cracks of the various remedies that exist
in and outside of the NCA. These include
administration, sequestration, debt review
and normal debt enforcement through
the courts.
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These and other critical issues are being
covered in the upcoming On-line Retailing
Conference which will be hosted on 10
and 11 of October 2012 at the Southern
Sun Cape Sun in Cape Town.
Alessandro Traini, Project Manager at
TCI, said that registrations are picking up,
"With major retailers and service providers
already registered to attend, we expect this
event to be a massive success. I believe
this is the perfect opportunity for industry
specialists and leaders to network with
fellow online professionals in order to
forge invaluable relationships."
Trade conferences Internationals fourth
bi-annual Online Retailing Conference
Cape Town 2012 will bring together
technology, innovation, management,
implementation, governance, security

and industry leaders in the melting pot of
twenty-first century online retailing.
Previous attendee companies that have
benefited from attending the previous
online events include Exclusive Books,
First National Bank, Woolworths, Foschini
Group, Dischem, Hi-Fi Corporation,
Wetherlys, DSTV Online, Shoprite, Pick
n Pay, Hulettes, Sasol, Telkom, The Spar
Group, Electrolux SA, Nedbank, ADS 24,
Micros SA, Mr Price and the South African
Post Office.
This conference will bring forth answers
to questions such as:
Are South African retailers ready for this
apocalyptic invasion of digital retailing?
A more critical and fundamental
question, is where does the consumer
fit in?

website available to customers but also
making available a compatible mobile site.
Over 15% of customers first research the
prices and availability of products using
their smart phone, before going onto
either purchasing the product online or in
store. This being said and done, it has been
shown that 30% of online purchases are
made on tablets.
South African consumers are becoming
increasingly techno savvy, online
retailers and service providers not only
need to keep abreast of current trends
and technological advancements but
constantly have to be one step ahead
by innovating and offering cutting edge
advancements to the market.
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South African Consumers Maintain Optimistic Outlook
Increases recorded on all five MasterCard
Consumer Confidence Index Indicators
South African consumer confidence
has maintained a positive year-on-year
outlook according to the latest MasterCard
Worldwide Index of Consumer Confidence,
released today.
The survey recorded an overall increase
of two points in South African consumer
confidence to a current score of 69.8
compared to 2011, when a score of 67.8 was
recorded.
Now in its eighth year in South Africa,
the MasterCard Worldwide Index of
Consumer Confidence is the Asia/Pacific,
Middle East and Africa (APMEA) region’s
most comprehensive consumer confidence
survey. The Index is based on a survey
which measures consumer confidence on
prevailing expectations in the market for
the next six months based on five economic
indicators: Economy, Employment, Stock
Market, Regular Income and Quality of Life.
The Index score is calculated with zero as
the most pessimistic, 100 as most optimistic
and 50 as neutral.
The most recent survey was conducted
between 24th April 2012 and 10th June
2012, and involved 11,376 respondents
aged 18 to 64 across 25 markets across the
Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa regions.
[1] On the African continent, the survey
was conducted in Egypt, Kenya, Morocco,
Nigeria and South Africa.
“The latest Index results show an overall
year-on-year increase in optimism with
all five of the key indicators that make up
the consumer confidence score recording
increases. This indicates that South Africans
are feeling encouragingly positive about
the next six months,” said Philip Panaino,
division president, South Africa, MasterCard
Worldwide.
“The latest consumer confidence score
for South Africa shows a remarkable degree
of alignment with the South African Reserve
Bank statistics showing that increases in
South African household credit extension
(6.8%), household consumption expenditure
on semi-durables (6.3%), money supply
(6.4%) and fixed capital formation (5.8%)
have been recorded,” Panaino adds.
The highest increase in optimism
compared to the same period in 2011 came
6

from the Stock Market indicator, which
increased by 3.8 points from 62.9 to 66.7.

SA consumer
confidence rises

Independent economist Dr. Roelof
Botha explains that this is not surprising
when viewed against the background of
an increase in the JSE’s All share index (Alsi)
of more than 7% between February 2011
and February 2012,” says Botha. “The market
capitalisation of the JSE, as reflected by the
Alsi, has now increased by more than 90%
since bottoming out in early 2009, while
the average dividend yield on the JSE has
increased by more than 50% over the past
two years.
The Index result for Regular Income
yielded the highest overall result at 80.3,
even though it increased by just 2.7 points
in comparison to the same period in 2011.
According to Botha, higher dividends,
combined with sustained increases in
formal sector salaries, lie at the heart of
the improvement in the Regular Income
indicator.
The increase in expectations of Regular
Income was mirrored by the increase seen in
South Africans’ expectations of their Quality
of Life, which also rose by 2.7 points to a
score of 70. “This marker is usually the one
closest aligned to the overall MasterCard
Worldwide Index of Consumer Confidence
score for a particular market, as the state of
the economy, employment opportunities
and regular income all contribute to the
ability of consumers to maintain or improve
their standard of living,” Panaino points out.
“Another key factor is also at play in
the assessment of the quality of living
conditions,” Botha adds. “The relatively
high level of optimism would have been
influenced by a fairly sharp improvement
in the affordability of mortgage financing.
Home owners are now in a position to
afford a mortgage loan that is virtually
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double the value of what they would have
qualified for three years ago. This fortuitous
development is as a result of a combination
of a 36% increase in the country’s average
nominal salary and a 39% decline in the
prime overdraft rate since the first quarter
of 2009.”
When asked if they expected their
employment prospects to deteriorate,
improve or remain the same in the coming
six months, South Africans revealed their
confidence in the job market with this
indicator rising by 2.1 points to an optimistic
result of 67.8.
The Economy indicator rose marginally
from 63.2 in 2011 to 64.2 in 2012. “There’s a
current real GDP growth trajectory of close
to 3%, an increase in total real household
consumption expenditure and retail sales
of 3.7% and 5%, respectively (over the past
year) and a return to formal sector job
creation, which are likely contributors to
the increase in confidence in the economy,”
explains Botha.
“It’s encouraging that South African
consumer sentiment for the next six months
is positive. However, the South African
consumer confidence level is still off its
historical peak of 91.1 points in the second
half of 2006, and is below South Africa’s
historical average of 71.3 since the survey
was first conducted at the beginning of
2004,” says Panaino.
When comparing the South African
results to the rest of Africa, the only African
market to yield a lower result than South
Africa was Kenya, with a score of 49,
while Morocco showed the highest level
of optimism with a score of 94.1, closely
followed by Nigeria at 91.4 and Egypt at
90.7.
“South Africa is poised to benefit from
high economic growth in sub-Saharan
Africa, where a spate of large new mining
and energy development projects are being
implemented. Against this background, the
consolidation phase of economic recovery,
which has lasted for three years, is bound
to progress towards a new growth range of
around 4%. Such a prospect is supported
by the enhanced level of confidence for the
remainder of 2012, evident from the latest
MasterCard Consumer Confidence Index,”
concludes Botha.

Newsline

Newspapers guiding consumers on “where to shop”
Ads24’s Path to Persuasion has revealed
further insights into consumer decision
making in the Retail Category. Two
prominent media mixes have been
identified in the Retail Category research
– the combination of “Television,
Newspapers and the Internet” and the
combination of “Television, Billboards and
the Internet”.
With R1,9bn in advertising spend in
the last year, the retail category is one of
the highest-spending categories in South
Africa. SA's food and beverages industry
generated a total income of R3.711 billion
in May‚ representing a 9.9% year-on-year
(y/y) rise‚ according to data released by
Statistics SA in July.
The category is particularly focused
on return on media investment and
the Ads24 research has been positively
received by major retailers in South Africa.
“The research shows that newspapers
play a key role in driving consumers

through every stage of the Path to
Persuasion” says Karen Dyke, head of
Marketing, Media Intelligence and
Strategy at Ads24.

Print still drives
consumer decisions

The three media types – print,
broadcast and online - play different
roles when taking the consumer through
the Path to Persuasion and thus “create
an optimum media mix to deliver retail
messaging to the market”.
“From the total case study data, it
is evident that when combined with

television, newspapers add incremental
ROI to brands at every stage of the
media Path to Persuasion. In the Retail
Category, the role of newspapers in a
newspaper/television mix is particularly
effective in the Introduction, Information,
Comparison and Persuasion phases of the
media Path to Persuasion,” says Dyke.
It is a category in which respondents
tend to have a more regular and frequent
engagement with their newspapers.
“Most importantly, the conclusions
validate the previous finding that print
media has a significant role to play in
influencing consumer behaviour and is an
integral part of the media mix,” says Dyke.
The Retail Category case study
comprised a sample of 240 respondents
and featured a good mix of males
and females across all ethnic groups.
The category was filtered, focusing on
consumers who shop at retail
outlets.

Newsline

Retailers: Making sense of retail sales volumes
Retail sales volumes in August 2012 were
up nearly 2% in August when measured
on a seasonally adjusted basis, or 6.5%
ahead of their December 2011 volumes.

Retail volumes track
vehicle sales patterns

Apparently the buoyancy of sales
took economists somewhat by surprise.
However observers of the note issue and
unit vehicle sales (updated to September
2012 month end) that make up our Hard
Number Indicator of the state of the SA
economy, should have been less surprised.
The retail volumes follow the pattern
established by both vehicle sales and the
real note issue. That is, growth in volumes,
seasonally adjusted, when calculated on
a three month rolling basis, picked up
strongly towards year end 2011, then fell
back sharply in early 2012, whereafter
growth accelerated again.

Retail sales strength
is surprise

As we have suggested, and has been
confirmed by the strength in retail
sales volumes, the SA economy has had
more life in it than has generally been
appreciated.
The stock market was perhaps less
surprised by the strength in retail sales,
given the recent strength of the General
Retail and Food and Drug Indexes on
the JSE. The value of the JSE General
Retail Index, in real CPI adjusted terms,
8

has increased by 35% between January
2011 and 17 October 2012 with much of
this strength coming in 2012. Real sales
volumes grew by 10% between January
2011 and August 2012.
The valuations of retail companies
have clearly improved significantly faster
than those of real sales. They have also
outpaced real retail earnings per share,
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leading to elevated ratios of share prices
to earnings of the retail counters, as has
been well documented. However what
has not been as well recognised is the
extraordinary growth in real dividends
distributed by the retail companies.
Dividends per retail index share have
page 9 4
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Massmart welcomes competition appeal court ruling
Massmart welcomes the decision
handed down by the Competition
Appeal Court (CAC) last month in which
it provided clarity regarding the supplier
development fund that was volunteered
as a condition by the merging parties
during the Competition Tribunal
Hearing.

R250 million savings results
from Massmart/Walmart
merger

The clarity provided on the mechanics
and focus of the supplier development
programme is a positive endorsement
of the initiative, as is the guidance
provided by the CAC that the merged
firm has flexibility, at its discretion, to
invest up to R200 million over the next
five years in identifying and assisting
micro, small and medium suppliers

3page 8

grown much more rapidly than earnings
per share. Dividends in fact have not only
grown faster than earnings – 2.64 times
as rapidly since 2002 – they have also
outpaced the increase in the retail Index
as we show below.
Thus, while the price to earnings
multiple attached to the general retailers
in SA has increased significantly since
2002 (from 9.32 in early 2002 to the
current 19.6 times) the price to dividend
ratio has in fact fallen since 2002, from
R40 paid for a rand of dividends in January
2002 to a mere 31.3 times today.
Retail companies listed on the JSE

that can benefit most from MassmartWalmart’s expertise.
In this context, we agree with the
CAC that the focus of the programme
on upgrading skills is a more important
consideration than the quantum of
monies invested.
The CAC’s decision closes this chapter.
Our immediate objectives now are to
continue to help South Africans save
money and to identify and act on
opportunities that will deliver positive
economic outcomes as a result of
Walmart’s entry into South Africa. This
will include helping to improve local
manufacturing competitiveness and
integrating small-scale farmers into
the Massmart-Walmart supply chain by
providing them with training, mentoring
and technical assistance.
To date, Massmart-Walmart have
saved South African consumers more
than R250m through a series of
extended price cut promotions. The
extended price cut promotions have
allowed consumers to purchase a broad
range of items at reduced prices over a
ten-week period, a first in South Africa.
We have also facilitated local supplier

access to export their products to other
Walmart markets. This includes listing
South African wines, panel heaters and
marine products in Walmart stores in
Canada and the United States.

have benefitted from strong growth in
sales and stronger growth in bottom
line earnings as operating margins have
improved. But they have also been able to
generate strong growth in free cash flow
– that is cash generated after increases in
investments in working and fixed capital.
The strength of their balance sheets, or
perhaps an inability to find sufficient
opportunities to deploy cash inside their
businesses, has encouraged the retailers
to pay out cash to their shareholders
in the form of share buybacks and a
reduction in earnings cover. The ratio
of earnings to dividends per share has
declined dramatically over the years, a
decline that appears to be accelerating.
These dividends per retail share (in
US dollars) have grown at an average

compound rate of about 27.1% p.a since
2003 and have clearly had great appeal for
foreign investors who have come to hold
an increasing proportion of the shares
in issue while SA fund managers have
(regrettably) reduced their stakes. The
Index in US dollars (excluding dividends)
has increased at an average compound
rate of 24.9% p.a over the same period.
Dividend yield and growth in dividends
that SA retailers have been able to
generate have had particular appeal in
a world of very low interest rates. The
exceptional returns provided by SA
retailers in recent years are therefore not
at all surprising in the circumstances. Their
valuations – seen as a dividend rather
than an earnings plays – make every
sense. Brian Kantor

Our immediate objectives
now are to continue to help
South Africans save money

Massmart CEO, Grant Pattison said:
“It is important to emphasise that
notwithstanding the differences of
opinion expressed during the merger
approval process, we understand that
our success will be measured not only
by our commercial achievements but
also by our positive socio-economic
impact. We look forward to working with
the fund’s advisory board to achieve
an impactful supplier development
programme.”
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Newsline

Strong performance from small
This positive sales trend in small appliances began during the middle of 2011
with moderate single digit growth during the second and third quarters for
particular products.

So far this year small domestic appliances have endorsed the
saying dynamite comes in small packages. This category of
products has experienced topline revenue growth of 18.5%
during the second quarter of this year. This followed on from
a 19% growth in the first quarter of 2012. This is still a stellar
performance even given that the first two quarters of 2011
performed relatively poorly. Revenue and volumes have
now recovered to levels last seen pre 2007 for the first and
second quarters. Products like home cooking; irons and food
preparation in particularly were notable performers. The slide
below shows the GfK Panel market for some of the tracked
product groups (excluding seasonal appliances).

Food Preparation
The growth areas (highlighted in next slide) in food
preparation have come predominantly from handheld
appliances like handheld blenders. These products have
benefited from a now yearlong trend in home cooking and
the popularity of home cooking television programs. We
also noted an increase of in-store promotional campaigns
within this segment. Similar positive trends were recorded
by the hand mixer product and the high priced product 10
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appliances
food processors. Interestingly there have also been positive
developments in the average price of these products. We have
noted a 4 - 12% increase in average prices across the different
products within this category.
As can be seen in the slide below the hand blender
volume growth was tremendous and likely driven by the
aforementioned trend in home cooking. Average prices for
this product group are also up from the first two quarters
of last year which were tracking at about R240 (till point
including vat) in the first half of last year while this year a
recorded and average price of about R270.
The irons product group, which is part of the linen care
category, also performed well in revenue terms due to
increased average prices from about R160 in the first half of
2011 compared to R180 for the first half of 2012. Although unit
sales growth was relatively weaker at 5%, this was lower in the
context of some of the other stronger performers. If we look
at developments in indoor cooking we note a much stronger
trend recording double digit growth. The segment is made
up of products like grillers fryers and slow cookers. However
much of the growth from this category is being generated by
mini overs which have proved to be strong sellers at a R499 –
R599 price point.

Products like home cooking; irons and food
preparation in particularly were notable
performers

This positive sales trend in small appliances began during
the middle of 2011 with moderate single digit growth during
the second and third quarters for particular products. It
seems that we are now experiencing a much more general
positive trend across the small appliance category as a whole.
With such a strong start to the year we anticipate the strong
growth to moderate in the final two quarters of the year. This
is also due to a stronger performance in the base quarters of
comparison where for example in the final quarter of 2011 we
noted positive 4.5% increase during a strong festive season. All
indications at this point of the year suggest that while growth
rates may moderate, retailers can expect another good period
of strong sell through.

GfK tracks the sales of consumer durables through monthly retail audits done on model level. This audit is
carried out across all relevant channels of distribution. GfK currently tracks and reports on over 60 product
categories within the consumer electronics, domestic appliances, telecoms, IT, DIY and gaming markets.
Home Goods Retailer – October - November 2012
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Keep brand promise or suffer back lash
Branding of a company and/or its’
products still remains the single most
significant contributor to success.
Corporate branding, or branding of a
product, is a declaration of intent to
the market. We know it’s initial costs are
high but if the brand promises are kept,
there is little doubt that those high costs
will be swiftly amortised and a lengthy
profitable relationship with the market
will be the result.
The market ignores branded products
at its peril. Although advertising plays
a critical role in pushing the branded
product, we know that on its own
advertising will play a relatively limited
role. When advertising reinforces the
brand message to its target market, this
‘double whammy’ is well nigh irresistible.
Consumers by and large tend not to
embrace risk in their choice of product,
especially when it comes to big ticket
items. And they will create the demand
which forces a retailer to stock that
product.

little forgiveness for
broken promises

The downside of branding is fairly
obvious. Should the implied promise
that the brand proclaims not be kept,
the consequences could be much more
severe than if the product had never
been branded. Consumers have long
memories and will not forgive a brand
for letting them down. And so indeed
have retailers who have also placed an
implicit faith in the branded promise.
From time to time and for reasons which
may be beyond a business’s control, a
branded product may be compromise in
some way. This is the time when honesty
and full disclosure is in the best interests
of everybody. The retailer and consumer
will forgive if the explanations offered
12

and the apologies are credible and
sincere. And even, if possible, some form
of reparations are offered.
Let us now look at the branding
successes in our industry: the Sunday
Times organizes an annual survey of
all the Top Brands across a variety
of categories including electronic
goods, large kitchen appliances and
cellphones. About 3500 consumers
across the country over a wide range of
demographics were closely researched
as to their preferences.. The results
should have given marketers a good idea
as to whether their brands have been
positioned accurately. Is the consumer
being satisfied, is we imagine, the most
critical question, and answers to that
will determine the success of marketing
campaigns.
We know that if a brand is successful,
then its marketing has been successful.
The research with the sample
individuals were conducted at their
homes and face to face and had a
substantial bias towards urban dwellers.
However, the final results, after suitable
weighting was regarded as an accurate
representation of South African adults. A
brand’s standing can be judged on two
levels, firstly in the market and secondly
in people’s minds. Brand equity is a
function of both factors, plus the view
that attraction of competitors must be
thrown into the mix as well.
Three measures were set for brands: if
it is big and rated above average by its
users and its non-users; secondly, if it is
extremely big but rated average by users
and non-users; and finally if the brand is
smaller but much loved by users perhaps
aspired towards by non-users. These
three measures helped to determine the
relative commitment consumers have
towards a brand, and also a goodish idea
of a brand’s ‘pull’ amongst non-users
and an indication of its ability to attract
non-users
Remembering that cellphone sales
are now predominantly through
conventional furniture retailers, it is
important for suppliers to note that for
business, iPhones with 76.6% was far
ahead of the pack. Blackberry was next
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with 64.8%, closely followed by Nokia
with 64.6% and Samsung trailing with
59.16%.

We know that if a brand
is successful, then its
marketing has been
successful.

In the consumer category, Nokia
outstripped the rest b y a huge margin
with a mark of 87.50%, , followed by
Blackberry (68.2%); Samsung (62.37%)
and LG at 38.7%. The last four sampled
were between 27% and 19%.
In electronic consumer goods
we find Samsung at 77.5% nosing
ahead of bitter rival LGE at 76.14%,
followed by Sony (68.76%); Panasonic
(61.77%); Sansui (60.17%); Telefunken
(59.24%); Philips (51.59%) JVC (48.91%)
HiSense(46.25%) and finally Pioneer
(45.91%).
As far as large kitchen appliances
are concerned Defy is the clear winner
with a marketing rating of 73.51%; then
follows LG (69.49%);Samsung (65.36%);
Kelvinator (60.11%); KIC (55.76%);
Whirlpool (51.59%); HiSense(38.95% - big
surprise here); Bosch (35.87%) and AEG
(31.66%).
Any surprises? Not really, apart from
HiSense scoring more highly than either
Bosch or AEG. Otherwise marketing and
advertising spend – above and below
the line) seems to have determined the
ranking of these global brands. With
one singular exception and that is
Defy, a local brand which has carved
out a dominant position with
consistently brilliant marketing
conveying a brand promise which has
always been kept.
For retailers of whatever size, these
brand names above are their guarantee
of a recognized attractive product with
implicit promises that are by and large
being kept.

Newsline

80 percent of MIFF 2013 exhibition space already booked
KUALA LUMPUR, Sept 15: Exhibitors are
already raring for the next edition of the
Malaysian International Trade Fair (MIFF)
with 80 percent of the exhibition space
already booked out with still six months
left.
MIFF 2013 is set from March 5 to 9,
2013, in the Malaysian capital, Kuala
Lumpur, the host city of the annual trade
show since its inception in 1995. The
five-day fair will cover 75,000 sq metres
of display halls at the downtown Putra
World Trade Centre and nearby Matrade
Exhibition & Convention Centre. The
strong response from exhibitors comes
on the heels of the resounding success
of MIFF 2012 in raking in record sales of
US$830 million despite the uncertain
global economic outlook. “MIFF remains
outstanding as one-stop source centre
for furniture buyers and importers from
all over the world. It has proven itself over
and over again as the place that offers
more value and wide selection with top
quality,” said MIFF Chairman Dato’ Tan Chin
Huat. “In fact, 40 percent of the space for
2013 was locked in by exhibitors by the
last day of MIFF 2012. I am delighted at
the continued confidence and staunch
support that further bolsters MIFF’s
standing as a global top 10 and number
one furniture fair in Southeast Asia.”
Overall, Tan expects to maintain a
steady turnout of 500 Malaysian and
international exhibitors and 20,000 trade
visitors including 7,000 international
buyers from 140 countries. “These have
been our numbers in the last few years,
we are very comfortable with it given a
show of our size and capacity. The bigger
challenge, as always, is providing buyers
with more variety and new products to
get them to increase orders,” he said.
Trends at MIFF indicate that exhibitors,
the majority comprising Malaysian
manufacturers, are hiring local and foreign
designers to unveil new innovative
products every year in the form of new
collections or to enhance their existing
ranges.
Rubberwood furniture, office and
home furniture are top sellers at MIFF.
Fair organisers are seeking to draw more
industry names from Asean countries
14

like Indonesia, Vietnam and Myanmar
to exhibit in 2013 to offer buyers even
more choices and to boost intra-trade in
Southeast Asia. Tan said the biggest group
of international buyers at MIFF currently
was from Asean countries followed by
strong growing numbers from Japan
and South Korea. (Asean is the acronym
for the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations comprising Brunei, Cambodia,
Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar,
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and
Vietnam) Malaysian top manufacturers
and exporters will be coming out
in force again at MIFF 2013. Among
those confirmed are Hin Lim Furniture
Manufacturer, Poh Huat Furniture
Industries, Euro Chairs Manufacturer, SHH
Furniture Industries, BJ Cabinet Enterprise,
Oasis Furniture Industries, Green River
Wood & Lumber Manufacturing, LY
Furniture, Latitude Tree Furniture, Hup
Chong Furniture and Sin Lian Lee
Manufacturing. MIFF is owned by UBM
Asia, the largest fair organiser in Asia, to
complement its series of trade shows in
the region that includes Furniture China
in Shanghai, Index fairs in India and UK
Interiors.
OTHER SHOW HIGHLIGHTS AT MIFF
2013:
Opening Ceremony
Graced by a government ministeriallevel Guest-of-Honour followed by VIP
tour of the trade show on Mar 5, 2013
Buyers’ Night Gala dinner for buyers and
invited guests to unwind and enjoy a
dazzling entertainment treat on Mar
6, 2013 Prize Presentation Ceremony A
much anticipated affair to announce
winners of Best Presentation Award,
Furniture Excellence Award and Furniture
Design Competition on Mar 7, 2013
Best Presentation Award Best designed
booth to encourage creative strategies
to pull in the crowd, co- organised by
MIFF and Malaysian Timber Council
Furniture Excellence Award Most creative
furniture design to recognise product
innovation and quality MIFF Furniture
Design Competition New contest to
seek innovative furniture inspired by the
shapes and colours of Malaysia. It has two
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categories i.e.Open and Students. Industry
Seminars Keep up with the latest trends
by attending seminars with international
industry experts as speakers.
REGISTRATION: Free admission for
buyers who pre-register online (www.miff.
com.my) before Jan 31, 2013
TRANSPORT: Convenient and free nonstop shuttle bus between PWTC and
MECC for trade visitors
HOTEL ACCOMMODATION: Book rooms
via www.miff.com.my at special rates
for Seri Pacific, Sunway Putra, Dorsett
Regency, JW Marriott, Ritz-Carlton, Vistana,
Renaissance, Sheraton Imperial
MALAYSIAN INTERNATIONAL
FURNITURE FAIR 2013
Date: March 5-9, 2013
Venue: Putra World Trade Centre (PWTC)
and Matrade Exhibition &
Convention Centre (MECC)
Host City: Kuala Lumpur
Exhibition Space: 75,000 sq metres
No. of Exhibitors Anticipated: 500
No. of Foreign Visitors Anticipated: 7,000
from 140 countries
Exhibiting Countries Anticipated: Malaysia,
China, Taiwan, Indonesia,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand, Korea,
Japan, U.S.A, Timor Leste, Vietnam
Product Range: Bedroom & Bedding,
Dining Table & Chairs, Living Room,
Office, Sofa & Settee, Children, Kitchen
Cabinets, Occasional, Outdoor &
Garden, Fittings & Accessories

MIFF 2012 STATISTICS
Turnover: US$830 million (6.68%
increase)
Foreign Buyers: 6,605 (1.56% increase)
Total Countries: 140
Country Breakdown: ASEAN region
(21.4%), Far East (15.4%), Europe
(12.9%), other Asian countries (12.8%),
the Middle East (11.1%), Africa (9.4%),
Australasia (8.9%), North America
(6.1%) and South America (2.1%).
For more information, visit miff.com.my

Newsline International

Retail Identity Evolution – Fielli rebrands
Coinciding with the opening of its new
flagship store in Canal Walk last month,
Fielli, importer and retailer of exclusive
designer furniture and accessories, has
announced its new brand identity.
Founded nine years ago with a
modest 900m2 of retail space, Fielli
has grown into a leader in indoor and
outdoor furniture design, today offering
South African shoppers the latest
in globally trending pieces across 1
600m2 of showroom space throughout
Johannesburg, Pretoria, Durban, Port
Elizabeth and Cape Town.
The elegant new Fielli corporate
identity symbolises the brand’s
progression to the next level, visually
portraying the success and design
elegance with which the brand and its
interior décor showrooms have become

synonymous..
Mr Iqbal Bam, Fielli’s CEO explains,
“At Fielli we provide the upper echelon
of the consumer market with unique,
imported designer pieces which
enable them to transform living areas
into dramatic and memorable spaces,
representative of their own style. Our
new corporate identity is aligned with
the look and feel of our new stores and
represents the company’s evolution
into the future. We’re proud to mark our
progress in the industry and look forward
to the new identity becoming associated
with the brand our clients have come to
love.”
Based on current and future global
trends, Fielli selects and imports home
decor with the finest craftsmanship and
leading edge design, for retail in South

Africa. Fielli’s premium, classic, modern
or contemporary indoor ranges consist
of lounge, dining room and bedroom
suites, TV units, coffee tables, chandeliers
and accessories. The all-weather outdoor
furniture range includes lounge, dining,
occasional furniture and accessories.

Organic growth set to be core focus area for South Africa
South Africa’s retail and consumer
industry is facing a difficult and
challenging business environment in
the aftermath of the global economic
recession, according to a report issued
today by professional services firm PwC.
Retail and consumer products
companies must contend with limited
volume growth, increasing costs and
falling prices. These are some of the
findings of PwC’s inaugural edition
of South African retail and consumer
products outlook:2012-1016, written
in cooperation with the Economist
Intelligence Unit’s industry and
management research division.
The report considers South Africa’s
outlook for both retailers and consumer
goods firms, providing growth estimates
for the 2012-16 forecast period. It reviews
the major opportunities, key pressures
faced and some of the growth strategies
being deployed. It also touches on
the effect of further entrants into the
market, following the high-profile 2011
acquisition of Massmart by Walmart, the
world’s largest retailer. The economic and

industry forecasts included in the report
are those of the Economic Intelligence
Unit.

Inevitable slowdown after
trillion rand sales in 2011

Retail
The outlook for South Africa’s
retailers
After a strong recovery since the
financial recession of 2009 with retail
sales surpassing a trillion rand for the
first time in history in 2011, the industry
is slowing significantly. Volume growth
for 2012 is expected to be just 0.7%,
down from 3.9% in 2011. “As pressures on
consumers’ wallets increase, retail sales
by value are expected to slow this year.

The economic outlook going forward
is expected to be modest,” says John
Wilkinson, PwC Retail & Consumer Leader
in South Africa.
The strain is expected to filter through
to food sales in general, with sales
forecast to edge up to R576.7 billion in
2012, from R542.3 billion in 2011. Sales
are projected to accelerate again from
2013, rising to R787.6 billion by 2016.
Non-food sales will also slow this year,
with R485,8 billion expected in 2012,
up from R459.6 billion in 2011. At an
aggregate level, retail sales volumes are
forecast to expand by 3.45% over the
period 2013-2016.
Growth drivers
Both food and non-food sales will rack
up steady growth. Sales by volume are
expected to climb by an average of 2.9%
after recovering from a low in 2012. By
value, sales will expand at an average of
7.85% in nominal terms. Any new growth
in the retail sector will be largely driven
page 18 4
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Q2 2012: Strongest second quarter since 2007
The second quarter of 2012 saw a mixed
bag of results for the South African Technical
Consumer Goods (TCG) market. In Q2 2012
there was an overall increase of 10.4%. This
performance indicates the strongest second
quarter development since 2007.
Drivers were Photo and IT, which
both performed better than in Q1 2012,
remaining in double digit positive territory
while other sectors like Small Domestic
Appliances, Major Domestic Appliance
and Telecommunication remained positive
and only slightly off the first quarter
growth figure. Revenues tracked in the
second quar-ter of 2012 amounted to just
over ZAR 10.09 billion, up from ZAR 9.14
billion during the same quarter of 2011. It
should be noted that this strong first and
second quarter performance is partly attributable to a weak start to the base year
2011. It is expected to balance out in the
third and fourth quarters of 2012.

Sales development of technical consumer
goods in South Africa
Small Domestic Appliances: Continued
double digit growth in Q2
Small domestic appliances held on to its
first quarter double digit growth in the
second quarter of 2012, tracking a positive
18.5%. This was the strong-est second
quarter on record for small appliances.
This performance was pushed by notable
double digit growth in Kettles, Irons and
Food Prepara-tion. Food Preparation, in
particular, recorded the strongest growth,
spurred on by a trend in home cooking
which was underpinned by investment in
promotional activities.
A good number of other product
groups also performed well and reached
single digit positive growth figures. These
were hot beverage makers, hair-dryers and
16

vacuum cleaners all sold strongly. Toasters
were the only excep-tion and they
continued to perform poorly, recording
single digit negative numbers. Shavers
tracked a modest but positive single digit
growth com-pared to the second quarter
of 2011, in line with its fair recovery in the
first quarter of 2012.
Major Domestic Appliances: Solid
second quarter figures
With two successive quarters of strong
developments it is safe to say that the
MDA sector has emerged from the lows of
2009 and 2010. Current rev-enue figures
were recorded at just under ZAR 2 billion,
a steady 10.3% growth over the second
quarter of 2011.
Cooking in total performed well with
Hobs and Hoods in particular recording
double digit growth in the second quarter.
Ovens, the third biggest seg-ment,
recorded single digit positive figures with
built-in segments driving this positive
development.
Washing machines, in the second
quarter of this year, generated ZAR 393
million and performed even better than
the first quarter, with double digit growth
rates once again. Refrigeration saw a
minor slowdown but only slightly, still
recording double digit growth which was
driven by strong entry level side by side
sales. Dishwashers were the other top
performers, show-ing once again that
sales for this luxury product have begun
to recover and also recorded strong
double digit positive growth in the second
quarter of 2012.
There were still some negative
performers within major appliances.
Micro-wave ovens still tracked negative,
doing slightly worse than the first quarter
and remained in single digit negative
territory. The same can be said for the
tumble dryers market, which also recorded
moderate negative growth. However, with
the extended and late onset of the winter
season a better performance during
the third quarter is expected for tumble
dryers.
Information Technology: Attractive
segments for consumers
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With a healthy 20% growth during the
second quarter of 2012, the IT sec-tor
is in a good position to close the year
well above 2011. The recorded growth
resulted in revenue of just over ZAR 1.3
billion during the quarter. While Servers
and Workstations are still comparatively
small segments for IT, they both grew
in comparison to the same period in
the previous year. The popular and fast
selling Webbook segment was the major
contributor to the total growth of this
sector. This is in the face of double digit
negative developments for Desktop PCs
and single digit negative figures for the
Notebook market for the second quarter.
Consumer Electronics: The lack-luster
year continues
South African consumers remained
unwilling to loosen their purse-strings
for the majority of high-ticket electronics
items. The unimpressive start to the year
continued into the second quarter, with
no overall growth being recorded in
Consumer Electronics (CE).
Within Panel TVs (PTV), only LCD TVs
managed weak single digit sales growth
compared to the same period last year,
while Plasma TV sales de-clined almost
equally. The heavy double digit decline of
CTV also continued. With many notable
sporting events scheduled for the third
quarter – includ-ing the London Olympic
Games – it will be interesting to see
whether the tide turns for the category
and which technologies reap the rewards.
The outlook for DVD Players remained
bleak. Year on year sales growth declined
in double-digits across players, recorders
and combination DVD/VCR units. Not even
the sentiment-defying Blu-Ray technology
seems capable of holding this market up.
Gaming consoles suffered the least, with
only a single digital decline compared to
the second quarter 2011.
Better news could be found in the
single digit of Home Theatre Systems and
Audio Home Systems. This was a notable
turnaround from a very bleak start to the
year. There was bad news once again for
Portable Media Play-ers. The double digit
decline continued in line with increasing
digital con-vergence. Single purpose
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devices appear to have seen their best
days, with perhaps Car Navigation being a
rare exception. Year on year sales revenue
is relatively steady. There have been few
success stories emerging from quarter
two. Mobile memory – including USB
sticks and memory cards – have defied the
overall trend with positive, double-digit
growth year on year. The best little performer was the universal remote control.
With revenues up by almost half, perhaps
South African consumers have found a
new hobby in channel surf-ing.
Office Equipment: Slow but not out of
character
With a negative double lower single digit
decline for the Multifunction De-vices
sector and a double digit growth for
Cartridges in comparison to the same
period last year, Office Equipment and
Consumables grew by 5.3%. This was
total revenue of ZAR 285 Million. This is
typically a segment that has good growth
performances in the first quarter of the
year so the slight decline comes as no
surprise and this is quote a normal trend
at this time of the year.
Single function continued to drop
while as well as a marginal decline for
Multifunction Printers, Cartridges were the
main driver of growth in this segment for
the second quarter of 2012.
Photo: The outlook is brighter
The Photo sector performed admirably
again in quarter two of 2012. Strong
double-digit growth was recorded in a
year on year comparison. In value terms,
sales were split almost equally between
Compact and SLR Camera, although in
unit terms the Compact Digital Camera
remains the clear favourite with the
market. 13 mega pixel resolutions
continued as a prerequisite in well over
half of consumers’ purchase decisions.
The zoom function remains relatively
unimportant as less than one third of
consumers seek a zoom greater than 8x.
In terms of Compact Digital Cameras,
average selling prices have remained
steady, with sales volumes gradually
rebuilding towards Christmas. The sales of
SLR cameras are less seasonal, but are also

recovering from a quiet mid-year period.
Telecommunications: a mixed outlook
After a positive start to the year, growth in
the South African Telecommuni-cations
market has stagnated in the second quarter
of 2012 compared to the same period last
year. While the Smartphone segment has
experienced a double digit growth in both
units and value, the Mobile phone segment
has significantly contracted for the first
time since the last quarter of 2009. More
importantly, although positive, growth
figures for the Smartphone segment have
been at their lowest since GfK started
tracking the category.
While it was encouraging to notice a
slight turnaround in the contribution of
telephone devices in the previous quarter,
growth figures in the second quarter of
2012 have been disappointing with a single
digit decline in both units and value.
It is anticipated that the market
will experience a turnaround later
this year but indications are that the
telecommunications sector is maturing
as hand-set manufacturers continue to
consolidate the number of models in the
market and as the focus is slowly shifting
from mobile phones to smartphones.
Encouragingly, overall growth figures in
units and value con-tinue to be positive
albeit on the back of the Smartphone
segment which remains the market driver
in the telecommunications sector.
Strong first quarter performance
continues into the second quarter.
Developments in consumer electronics

were once again primarily held back by
a sharp drop off in sales for CRT-TV and
this was not helped by a rela-tively weak
performance on panel TV. That said, being
only marginally neg-ative at 0.1% the rest
of the technical markets in South Africa
faired ex-tremely well summing up to the
best performance in the second quarter
since 2007. While moderation to this
strong double digit growth is expected
the outlook for the rest of 2012 remains
cautiously optimistic with the prin-cipal
factor set to dominate the South African
economic environment in 2012 being the
impact of the weakening global economy.
The survey
GfK TEMAX® is an index developed by GfK
Retail and Technology to track the technical
consumer goods markets. The findings are
based on surveys carried out on a regular
basis by the retail panel of GfK Retail and
Technol-ogy. The retail panel comprises
data from over 340,000 retail outlets
worldwide. Since February 2009, GfK Retail
and Technology has also been compiling the
GfK TEMAX® index at international level, in
more than 30 countries. It is the first index
that includes all of the markets for technical
consumer goods in different countries. All
reports and press releases are available at
www.gfktemax.com.
If information from this press release or
www.gfktemax.com is cited, GfK TEMAX®
should be explicitly indicated as the
source.
For further information, please contact:
Craig Bowen, tel. +27 (0)11 803 1300,
craig.bowen@gfk.com

Summary in table format
Source: GfK TEMAX® South Africa, GfK Retail and Technology
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by the country’s steadily expanding black
middle class. By 2016, some 11 million
households are expected to have an
annual income above R89 500 – a level
that gives them discretionary spending
for a wider range of consumer goods, as
in other emerging markets.
For those on the upper end of the
scale, there is a significant drive to
increase spending, particularly for status
purchases such as of high-end motor
vehicles and premium alcohols. For the
large, lower-end pool of consumers, two
key government initiatives – large-scale
infrastructure investments across the
country and wide-ranging social grants
are in turn helping to support demand.
Downside pressures
Although South Africa’s retail market
has bounced back from the recession,
growth prospects in the market remain
fragile, with a number of considerable
downside risks. Despite South Africa
being a member of the BRICS member
countries, growth rates remain uncertain,
with Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
expected to expand by 2.8% in real terms
in 2012, down from 3.1% last year. This
is far below the rate required to make a
significant effect on unemployment rates,
and more on a par with more mature
economies, states the report. In part this
is shaped by the global economy and the
Eurozone crisis.
However, local issues are also
constraining growth. These include
policy uncertainties over labour
brokering and temporary workers. The
Government is under immense pressure
from trade unions to clamp down on
labour brokering, which could have
dire consequences on the cost base of
many retailers. There are also concerns
over legislation, such as more onerous
product labelling requirements and
other stringent provisions introduced
under the newly promulgated Consumer
Protection Act. Electricity prices are also
increasing materially, along with ongoing
wage increases; fuel costs remain
persistently high; and retail occupancy
costs are being pushed upwards. A
18

further pressure is the persistent skills
shortage, particularly among middle
management; there is a shortage of
strong graduates emerging from local
tertiary education, while most retailers
have had to develop significant in-house
training capacity in order to continue
developing skills.

there is a significant
drive to increase spending

Growth strategies
From a growth perspective, retailers are
focusing on expansion into new areas,
converting informal trade into formal
retail, growth into the rest of Africa,
diversifying into new service lines and
boosting operational efficiencies.
Every major retailer and consumer goods
company has started to expand into the rest
of Africa, along with ongoing efforts at home
to expand retail space. The move is being
led by domestic food retail giant Shoprite,
which already has stores in 17 countries.
Woolworths already has operations in several
African countries, and Mr Price recently
opened its first store in Ghana. Pepkor is
in the midst of a R100 million expansion
into Nigeria, with plans to open 50 outlets.
Woolworths already has operations in
Botswana, Kenya, Ghana, Mozambique,
Nigeria, Tanzania, Zambia and Uganda, with
a mix of corporate and franchise stores.
Wilkinson points out that most brands
are treating the Africa aspect of their
growth cautiously, given the significant
risks that remain, such as the paucity of
infrastructure in many areas, red tape
and high tariffs. Indirect taxes are also
a pressure point, particularly when
importing transit through countries.
Given the significant risks that remain
on the African continent, most major
retailers and consumer goods companies
have adopted a strategy of organic
expansion. Many are operating in tandem
with property developers, opening
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up in parallel with new shopping mall
developments and complexes.
Despite the 2011 Massmart acquisition
by Walmart, few retailers expect a
rush of mergers and acquisition (M&A)
activity. Given the challenges of
Walmart’s acquisition, which attracted
close scrutiny from the Competition
Commission, along with local
competition, few experts are forecasting
a boom in M&A activity from foreign
entrants, states the report.
Consumer goods
The demand for food, beverages (and
tobacco) was an estimated R491.5 billion
in South Africa in 2011. This is forecast to
grow by an average of 11.5% in nominal
terms, over the 2012-16 period, reaching
a total value of R847 billion in 2016. The
demand for other consumer goods is
likely to grow more rapidly over the 201216 forecast period: clothing, which was
already R29.57 billion markets in 2011 is
forecast to expand by 14.7%. The same
growth rate is expected for household
furniture, a R27.35 billion market in 2011.
Basic wares, such as soaps and cleaners,
are forecast to expand at about 17% from
2012-16. Household audio and video
equipment is also forecast to increase by
18%.
“For consumer goods companies, as with
retailers, the primary constraint to further
development is the country’s pressing
unemployment problem,” says Diederik
Fouche: PwC Consumer and Industrial
Products and Services Industry Leader in
Southern Africa
“Not only are labour costs a barrier to
growth, but a shortage of skills is also an
issue.”
Fouche says that the long-term
success of the retail and consumer goods
industry will depend on a continued
focus on the consumer, efficient supply
chains and a low cost of doing business.
“Companies that differentiate their
products and provide a compelling
reason for customers to buy from them
will survive. Those that don’t will face an
onslaught from their competitors.
“In difficult times like these,
companies need to re-examine their
cost structures, operational effectiveness
and efficiency.”

People & Events

Margaret Hirsch is Entrepreneur of the Year
Chief Operations Officer of Hirsch’s,
Margaret Hirsch, was announced the
winner in the Entrepreneur section of
the Annual Business Women of the Year
Awards at the awards dinner held in
Sandton recently. The competition is
run by the Business Women’s Association
of South Africa (BWSA) Nedbank and
Telkom are co sponsors of the event.

I did it with support
of my husband and
the Hirsch team

Accepting the award from the Guest
of Honour, President Jacob Zuma,
Margaret said “ This is a great honour for
me, but I want you to know that I could
never have done it alone. To my husband
Allan, thank you for the past 41 years,
and thank you for being a strong enough
man to allow me to be a strong woman

and always do my own thing even when
you didn’t agree. To my mother who is
87 and still fighting fit -thank you for
keeping me grounded and teaching
me the values that have enabled me to
think for myself and do the right thing
no matter what. To my children and
grandchildren - you are my true wealth
and you have given me more than you
will ever know.
I could not stand here without the
support of the Hirsch team, some of
whom have been with me for over 30
years. We work together like a family and
Hirsch’s is run like a well oiled machine.
It has been my joy to see you go from
strength to strength as our company has
grown steadily year on year and to the
new team members coming into the
organisation as we grow - my goal in life
is that you can reach all your goals. It’s
by helping all of you to grow that I have
grown as well - you have lifted me up
and you continue to do so daily.”
This is the 33rd year that the
competition has been in existence –
and co-incidentally, the Hirsch’s have
been in business for 33 years, having

Margaret Hirsch and Jacob Zuma
founded their Appliance and Electronics
company 33 years ago. Margaret and
Allan are joint founders of this family run
business, starting out with R900 when
they opened their doors in a small shop
in 1979. With eleven branches spread
throughout KZN, Gauteng and the Cape,
they plan to cross the R1 billion turnover
mark for the 2012 financial year.

Margaret addresses entrepreneurs workshop at Twin Peaks
Margaret Hirsch, who in August won
the Business Woman of South Africa’s
(BWSA) Business Woman of the Year
award in the Entrepreneurial category
recently addressed fellow entrepreneurs
at a workshop hosted by Three Peaks, an
established financial services company
based in KZN. Margaret spoke about how
she and her husband Allan had built their
appliance and electronics company up
from a tiny store in Umhlanga Rocks Drive
with a mere R900 in the bank. Today the
company has a billion rand turnover.
Each month Three Peaks showcases an
entrepreneur from a different business
or industry, Business Development
Manager for Three Peaks, Cheri von
Wielligh explained that they like to

invite people who have walked a journey
and encountered the challenges as well
as triumphs along the way. “We request
them to share their story with us, both
the “hard knocks” and the lessons learnt,
in an endeavor to encourage and inspire
other entrepreneurs on their journey.
It was with Margaret Hirsch’s amazing
legacy in mind that we requested her to
speak at our event today.”
“By building on our existing strong
relationships with our clients and our
“We Care” campaign, Three Peaks has
identified the need for entrepreneurs to
have a platform like the one provided
by our increasingly popular “Interactive
Entrepreneurial Workshops”. The focus
being to support, nurture and inspire

From left: Jennifer Smith (Marketing
Matters), Miss Pearl Zuma, Princess Nandi
Zulu, Margaret Hirsch, Debbie Jones (Three
Peaks).
business owners at whatever level
they may be or whatever level they are
striving to. “
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LG demonstrates its new AV Receiver
system designed specifically for
South African market
LG Electronics, global leader and technology innovator in home
entertainment, recently unveiled the latest AV Receiver System, the
ARX8500.
“The LG ARX8500 is designed to meet the
specific requirements of local consumers.
It delivers the ultimate sound experience,”
says Michael Bruchhausen, Senior Sales
Director of LG Electronics South Africa.
The LG ARX8500 has a powerful output
of 1250 Watts from its 5.2 channel multidirectional sound set up. It features
broader and taller front boasting innovative
technology that provides for robust,
powerful sound.
The specialised horn compression
tweeter of the LG ARX8500 delivers direct
high frequencies. The Dual Duct system
helps to expel the inside of the speakers

20

more efficiently, triggering powerful bass
output that can be enhanced with LG’s
proprietary Bass Blast technology.
The 3D Surround Processor Technology
provides for an immersive sound
experience that complements the standard
3D entertainment function. This allows
consumers to enjoy 3D content delivered
via a 3D PC, gaming console or Blu-ray
player.
The LG ARX8500 includes a USB port
which provides compatibility with a wide
variety of content options that include MP3
audio, JPEG images, DivX playback of video
content in addition to the two HDMI ports.
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immersive sound
experience complements 3D
entertainment function

This impressive, next-generation in AV
system has been designed specifically
for the South African market and will be
formally launched in October 2012.

Product News

LG’s full line-up IFA 2012 featuring
world’s largest and slimmest
OLED TV
LG Electronics (LG) showcased a
medley of industry-leading consumer
electronics under the banner “ABOVE
AND BEYOND” at this year’s IFA show in
Berlin.
At the centre of it all was the world’s
largest and slimmest 55-inch OLED TV,
designed to deliver the ultimate viewing
experience. LG’s booth showcased the
latest home entertainment products
including world’s first 84-inch UD (Ultra
Definition) 3D TV, CINEMA 3D Smart TV,
IPS (In-Plane Switching) monitors, and a
huge range of audio and video products
packed with market-leading CINEMA
3D technology and expanded Smart
ecosystem with a vast number of apps
and premium 3D content.
“At IFA every year, LG delivers a new
dimension of home entertainment
experiences,” says Havis Kwon, President
and CEO of LG Electronics Home
Entertainment Company. “ This year is
no exception, as we introduced a wide
range of more advanced 3D and Smart
TV products, including one of the most
anticipated next-generation displays,
the OLED TV.”

Eco friendly,intelligent
technology saves money and
time

Visitors to LG’s booth were
mesmerised by a spectacular Cinema
3D Attractor that showcased the best
technology that LG has to offer. They
got their first introduction to LG’s
Oled TV and impressive array of 3D
products. With 122 3D screens covering
the walls of the booth and completely
surrounding the entrance, the zone

brought the most immersive 3D
experience to life.

the most advanced display
on local market

The Oled TV zone invited visitors to
experience the most advanced display
on the market, LG’s world’s largest
and slimmest 55-inch Oled TV, which
delivers uncompromising picture
quality thanks to its 4 Colour Pixel
and infinite contrast from self-lighting
pixels. The 4 Colour Pixel design adds a
white sub-pixel to the three primaries
( WRGB), providing realistic colours from
any viewing angle.
In addition, the Colour Refiner
enhances colour precision and
consistency, hallmarks of LG’s Oled
technology. Its 4mm-Paper Slim panel
and use of strong Carbon FibreReinforced Plastic (CFRP) give the Oled
TV a sleek, minimal exterior.
LG’s Oled TV combines the
company’s industry-leading Cinema 3D
technology with Smart TV capabilities..
This product received the European
Display Achievement Award at the
EISA (European Imaging and Sound
Association) 2012 Awards.
The world’s first 84-inch UD 3D
TV introduced another extraordinary
3D experience. LG’s UD 3D TV offers
sharp picture quality coupled with an
enormous screen that boasts 8 million
pixels and four times the resolution
(3840 x 2160 pixels) of existing Full
HD TV panels, thanks to LG’s advanced
Triple XD Engine and the Resolution
Upscaler Plus.

The 2.2 Speaker System offers rich
and deep sound, providing additional
depth that complements the on-screen
action. The TV is equipped with Smart
TV features, giving viewers the ability
to explore LG’s Smart TV ecosystem that
includes a vast amount of apps and a
growing range of content.
In July this year, Target Group Index
( TGI) awarded LG Electronics South
Africa three top-five positions in the
Target Group Index 2012 Icon Brands
awards held in Sandton City, Gauteng
for Cinema 3D Smart TV. Earlier in
August, LG’s Cinema 3D Smart TV
(Model 55LM960V ) won the European
Smart TV Award at EISA 2012 Awards,
one of the most coveted awards by
Smart TV makers. More accolades
include a 5-star Editor’s Choice Award
from CNET, a Best Buy Award from
Which?, a Test Winner Award from
HiFi Test and Audio Video Foto-Bild,
alongside many more.

LG delivers a new
dimension of home
entertainment experiences

The Magic Remote offers a
convenient means to access TV content
and gives four different control options:
point, wheel, voice recognition, and
pattern gesture control. Additionally,
Smart Share Plus offers a range of
connectivity options. For example,
devices on the same home Wi-Fi
network can connect wirelessly to an
LG Cinema 3D Smart TV. If the external
device features Intel’s Wireless Display
technology ( WiDi), users do not even
need a cable.
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LG’s latest Big-In washing machine
Sub level content to go here - 3 lines please...

LG’s latest Big-In washing machine is
a big capacity under-counter washing
machine that makes light work of dirt
and stains.
The LG Big-In front-loader is an
enormous 12kg and features one of
the biggest drum sizes on the market,
allowing you to do more washing less
often. The machine boasts approximately
86 less washes a year for the average
household. Apart from the huge time
savings due to the bigger and better
capacity, the LG Big-In is also equipped
with the latest technology that helps
consumers save money and be more
eco-friendly.

a single tumble motion only, the 6
Motion™ process provides for a range of
washing movements that combine to
optimally suit all fabric types.
“The LG Big-In washing machine
forms part of our continued efforts to
address consumer everyday needs by
designing intelligent technology that
makes life easier, while offering the

increased motor
stability decreases
damaging vibration!

World recognised clever engineering
and the LG’s patented Inverter Direct
Drive System are only some of the
reasons why LG’s Big-In washing machine
is able to provide a ‘hushed’ washing
experience. LG’s Direct Drive System
is designed to give users a longer life
expectancy through increased motor
stability which decreases vibrations
meaning less maintenance and repairs.
By eliminating the belt and pulley, found
in conventional washing motors, LG’s
Inverter Direct Drive system increases the
motor durability allowing LG to offer a 10
year warranty on its motor.
Another technology this machine
boasts is 6 Motion™ which is an
innovative washing technology that
imitates real hand washing. Whereas
conventional washing machines use
22
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ultimate power-saving, eco-friendly and
cost effective household investment on
the South African market,” says Michael
Bruchhausen, Senior Sales Director for LG
Electronics South Africa.
The Big-In’s innovative technology and
user-friendly design is complemented by
its green accredited A++ energy
rating.

Product News

KIC innovation pays off
Retailers countrywide treated to luxury launch trip to factory

The KTF 518 WH is a brand new
introduction to the KIC range. This model
served as the centre-piece for the KIC
launch. With a real (nett) capacity of 170
litres it is the smallest fridge in the KIC
range. The KTF 518 WH is truly a small
fridge that packs a punch. The space
utilization is amazing for a fridge of this
space; it is unrivalled in the market.
The unique interchangeable Z-Shelf
assists with optimal space utilization by
providing various options in better storing
of perishables. An important feature in
all of the KIC fridges is the ability to store
2-litre bottles in the door of the fridge.
This is important to free up space inside
the fridge cavity and not waste it by
storing 2-litre bottles. Even in the KTF 518
WH, one of the smallest fridges on the
market, a 2-litre bottle can be stored in the
door. Not just one, but three 2-litre bottles
can be placed in the door of the fridge
leaving all the space inside the fridge for
more important goods.
All the aesthetical changes introduced
in the KIC range were borne from the KTF
518 WH. One could say this model was
the brain-child for the entire range. The
design and aesthetical changes were the
result of the co-operation between the
local Marketing and Development teams
as well as the award-winning Whirlpool
Design Centre in Italy. We are proud to say
that KIC has managed to introduce a range
of products of International standards and
design, manufactured locally.

welcomed, divided into groups and escorted
to their respective buses to start their
journey to Isithebe. Each group experienced
the world of KIC, where three factories and
a community are supported by KIC. Tours
were made of the KIC factory, warehouse
and two of KIC’s largest suppliers which are
situated next door to the KIC factory.
The introduction of the range and
the aesthetical changes made were
highlighted in a very unique format - a 3D
short film starring the managing director,
sales executive, marketing executive and
product manager for KIC. Informative,

it was also comical and well received.
After the tours lunch was served in the
KIC inflatable cube and the guests were
kept busy by the MC, Bailey Schneider,
and introduced to the Cube Dancer
who displayed incredible strength and
coordination in maneuvering a large
metal-constructed cube. All falling in line
with the theme for the day of the new look
products with their clean, square design.
It was an excellent occasion,
informative, entertaining and KIC is to be
congratulated on their magnificent new
ranges.

KIC launch
KIC, the market leader in cooling and
refrigeration, recently introduced an entire
new range to its retail customers from all
over the country. The launch took place
over four consecutive days which involved
flying guests from all over the country to
the KIC factory in Isithebe, KwaZulu Natal.
In the first three days the guests were
spoilt with a KIC chartered flight to King
Shaka International Airport where they were
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Majestic Bedding introduces new look
to market
Majestic Bedding has announced the
launch of its latest range of open coil
and foam mattresses to the market. The
products enforce the brands reputation
for quality, value for money, durability
and superior bedding workmanship to
suit every comfort and budget need.
All Majestic beds are manufactured
locally and boast the SABS ISO 9001
manufacturing approval.
The attainment of the SABS Mark of
Approval is a highly recognisable symbol

of credibility which reinforces a product's
intrinsic features and requires for an
organisation to demonstrate its ability
to consistently provide products and
services to meet customer, statutory and
regulatory requirements.

• M ajestic Comfort Touch
• M ajestic Pillow Touch
These products would offer either
Virgin Polyurethane Foam or a multilayer combination of polyurethane and
speciality foam.

Majestic Bedding’s latest range
comprises of two options; the innovative
foam product range which include:
• M ajestic Firm Touch
• M ajestic Execu Touch

 ajestic Firm Touch
M
Majestic Execu Touch
Majestic Comfort Touch
Majestic Pillow Touch

Majestic Pillow Touch

Majestic Firm Touch

Majestic Execu Touch

Majestic Comfort Touch
24
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product range

The second option to the new range
features the new Bonnell coil mattresses,
namely:
• M ajestic Plushtonic
• M ajestic Impressions Tiffany
• M ajestic Impressions Executive
• M ajestic Impressions Connoisseur
• M ajestic Impressions Box-Top
• M ajestic Impressions Pillow Top
Each mattress comes with numerous
features and benefits to meet varied
comfort and budget requirements. The
superior quality Majestic spring system

provides a firm sleeping surface which
supports the body, helping to relieve back
pain. This Majestic bed offers durability
whilst providing a maximum level of
health and comfort.
The Majestic Pillow Touch and
Impressions Pillow Top mattresses offer
a unique layering of memory foam as
well as high density foam. This distinctive

combination reduces night time tossing
and turning as its shape adjusts and
contours to any form. It also distributes
weight more evenly thus relieving
pressure point discomfort, allowing for
better blood flow. Its hypo-allergenic
feature makes it the perfect solution,
while maintaining comfort, support and
durability.

Majestic Plushtonic
Majestic Impressions Tiffany
Majestic Impressions Executive
Majestic Impressions Connoisseur
Majestic Impressions Box-Top
Majestic Impressions Pillow Top

Majestic Plushtonic

Majestic Impressions Pillow Top

Majestic Impressions Connoisseur
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Orient Dining Room Suite

Grandville Bedroom Suite

Venecia DRS
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